Plurals

A noun that describes only one thing is called singular.
Example: book, tree

A noun that describes more than one thing is called plural.
Example: books, trees

To make a noun plural, you have to add -s, -es, and –ies.

Directions: Make the singular nouns into plural nouns.

1. box = ____________________________
2. church = _________________________
3. wish = ___________________________
4. lake = ____________________________
5. bunny = __________________________
6. house = __________________________

7. class = __________________________
8. shop = __________________________
9. glass = __________________________
10. city = ___________________________
11. friend = __________________________
12. fox = ___________________________

Read each sentence and circle the correct plural form of the word in parentheses ( ).

1. We had to buy ( nailes, nails ) at the hardware store.
2. Please put the empty ( boxes, boxes ) in the house.
3. The ( dishs, dishes ) in the sink need to be washed.
4. My mother used ten ( matchs, matches ) to light the fire.
5. Sara bought some new ( dresses, dresss ) today.
6. Our sun is a ball of hot ( gases, gasss ).
7. There were many ( flyes, flies ) at the beach.
8. The bird spread its ( winges, wings ) before it flew into the air.
9. I like to read the ( funnyes, funnies ) in the newspaper.
10. I made three ( wishes, wishes ) last night.